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"WASTE IS A DATA
PROBLEM"

- K A T E  B R A N D T ,  H E A D  O F  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

In order to fulf i l l  the reach and promise of a c ircular

economy— where waste is  turned into an economic

advantage — we must reduce the process

ineff ic iencies that perpetuate the wasteful  take,  make

and dispose l inear economy that exists today.

 

In our f i rst  edit ion of the Rheaply Report ,  we' l l  share

how Google plans to use data-dr iven technology to

"operat ional ize"  reuse of mater ia ls locked away in their

data centers,  and how it  mirrors our own goals to use

modern asset management technology to do the same

for our c l ients.

 

Rheaply was in Minneapolis, MN for the largest conference on the circular economy, Circularity19.

https://www.rheaply.com/circular-economy
https://www.greenbiz.com/events/circularity/minneapolis/2019
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RHEAPLY LAUNCHES
PILOTS AT TOP
RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 

Rheaply recently partnered with three of the top

research institutions in the world: The University of

Chicago, Washington University in St. Louis, and The

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

(HKUST). Rheaply will work with all three universities

in an effort to marry resource management with

sustainable campus operations, creating a virtual

reuse program to facilitate the internal recirculation

of surplus assets and/or underutilized equipment.

Each program will support peer-to-peer sharing,

boost asset visibility, and create a platform for asset

redeployment for unwanted items 

 

All three campuses are committed to combatting

climate change in their own distinct way. WashU, for

example, will serve as the anchor and host of the

Midwestern Collegiate Climate Summit, the largest

expected convening of Midwest universities focused

on mitigating the effects of climate change and

moving to a 100% clean-energy economy. Innovative

partnerships, applied research and collective

commitments to climate action will be showcased

during the Summit, which begins in the 2020. The

University of Chicago is retrofitting buildings with a

projected savings of nearly $2.3 million, enhancing

heating, cooling, temperature controls, lighting and

facades. Their Campus as a Lab (CaaL) Initiative will

also use Chicago’s campus as a test bed for creating

innovative solutions and developing skills in shared

ecosystem.

 

 

 

 
 

And HKUST, one of the fastest growing

universities in the world, has pledged $6.3

million to launch a Sustainable Smart Campus

as a Living Lab in direct support of their 2020

Sustainability Challenge, which includes an

aggressive set of performance targets for

reducing energy consumption, greenhouse

gas emission and wastage. 

 

We are beyond excited to be bringing these

renowned institutions to the Rheaply platform!

Read WashU's article on Rheaply 

The University of Chicago's
Campus as a Lab

HKUST's Smart Sustainable Campus

Sustainability in Action

https://source.wustl.edu/2019/05/michael-bloomberg-announces-midwestern-collegiate-climate-summit/
https://resourcemanagement.wustl.edu/purchasing-services/surplus-property/
https://sustainability.uchicago.edu/involved/ca/
https://ssc.ust.hk/Home
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WASTE IS A DATA PROBLEM.
SO LET'S SOLVE IT WITH
DATA-DRIVEN TECHNOLOGY.

It's no secret– people love stuff. To quantify just how

much people love stuff, look no further than 2018.

Last year, humanity’s consumption of resources

required 1.7 planet Earths to sustain. Billions of tons of

materials are being taken, made, moved, and trashed

—a linear economic system that's unsustainable and

yet has run on for years invisibly.

 

Last month, this waste problem took center stage at

Circularity19, the largest North American conference

on the circular economy. The circular economy is a

radically different model that replaces the take, make

and dispose linear model we're accustomed to with

one that aims to:

 

Design out waste and pollution

Keep products and materials in use

Regenerate natural systems

 

The circular economy is about managing complex

internal networks in which suppliers and partners

collaborate to actually gain value from waste,  a $4.5

trillion economic opportunity. And it comes at an

opportune time. 93% of the world’s 250 largest

companies are now reporting on sustainability.

 

One of those companies is none other than Google.

 

 

"For Google, when we look at

waste, it's important that we start

at home. Our work on circular

economy is part of our even larger

vision to strive to build

sustainability into everything that

we do."

 

 - Kate Brandt, Head of Sustainability

https://source.wustl.edu/2019/05/michael-bloomberg-announces-midwestern-collegiate-climate-summit/
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WASTE IS A DATA PROBLEM.
SO LET'S SOLVE IT WITH
DATA-DRIVEN TECHNOLOGY.

Google took a look at their waste problem – the

expanse of materials flowing through their data and

came to a realization – that waste is an information

challenge, a data problem. And to realize a fully

circular economy within their own operations, they

would need information. First identifying, then

tracking and managing the overwhelming amount of

resources and leveraging its scale, resources and

technological advancements to keep them in use, for

longer. Google announced at the conference that it

aims to bring together more than 500 thought

leaders, technologies, and unlikely partners across

industry verticals (Rheaply included) - positioning

them within their data centers and the supply chains

that support them. 

 

Google's commitment to address waste through

technology mirrors Rheaply's own mission to replace

or augment existing asset management systems

(AMS) that fail to illuminate resource consumption

and utilization at scale. Our platforms aims to manage

the operations of finite resources across the value

chain, and no asset management platform exists to

support surplus asset exchange across large

organizations in this capacity.

 

A story that will be written about the

circular economy will not be one of a

specific company or individual or

material [or] innovation, hopefully it will

be about the cracking open of

ourselves so that we can connect in

ways that we haven't had a chance to

yet, maybe ever.

 

In order to fulfill the reach and promise of

a circular global economy, we must

reduce process inefficiencies affecting

asset management technologies of today

- the engine necessary to keep the

circular economy running. Even if we

embrace circularity principles, design

waste out of products and agree to policy

changes that support a shift to a circular

economy, it means nothing if execution

falls short. As Henry Ford said, "Coming

together is a beginning, staying together

is progress, and working together is

success." We believe the circular

economy can only succeed if the asset

management strategies in place can

support a systems-based approach

where reuse becomes operationalized. 

 

Rheaply aims to turn our clients' waste

into newfound value, and put it back into

production, closing the materials loop.

- Lauren Yarmuth
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https://source.wustl.edu/2019/05/michael-bloomberg-announces-midwestern-collegiate-climate-summit/


WHAT'S NEW AT RHEAPLY?

Rheaply's Intercom live chat feature is now available for

users directly within AxM! You'll be able to talk to a

Rheaply representative in real-time - whether that's to

get input on how to use the platform or book time for us

to come into the lab. You can also search for articles

based on the features/modules you're interested in

using. Watch the video to see how you can access the

live chat feature.

 

 

New Help Chat on AxM 

Rheaply recently attended the Sustainable Purchasing

Leadership Council Summit, and came away with the

Circular Economy Leadership Award Presented,

presented by Hewlett-Packard!

 

Read the story and learn why Rheaply was recognized

as the winner among 500+ leaders in corporate

responsibility and sustainability.

Rheaply Wins Circular Economy Award

Want us to post for you?

Schedule a meeting with a
Rheaply help desk

representative today.
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https://vimeo.com/345935705/ac6fbc5cac
https://medium.com/@rheaply/rheaply-recognized-as-leader-in-sustainable-purchasing-a5fc474c6134
https://calendly.com/garr-punnett/rheaply-concierge?month=2019-07

